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The what and why of ctcLink The what and why of ctcLink The what and why of ctcLink    
Hundreds of college and SBCTC staff have been involved in the pre-planning 
stages of the ctcLink project, but thousands more have yet to learn what it’s 
about and what it means for them. With ctcLink coming soon, here are the basics:  
 

Washington’s community and technical college (CTC) system is implementing an Enterprise Resource Planning 
system (ERP). It is the implementation of a set of integrated software tools for student administration, academics, 
student finance, college financials, HR/payroll and data/reporting. As the legacy software is replaced with the new 
technology, all 34 colleges will also redesign and align current business processes with streamlined, standardized 
practices. The ERP project was named “ctcLink” following a 2011 naming contest.  
 

With ctcLink, students, faculty and staff will have access to information from anywhere at any time, with many 
processes available from a mobile device. That means easier access to better online tools to handle everything from 
admissions to graduation. They will have one student ID and one student record and a more common online 
experience across the system if they transfer from one college to another or attend two or more CTCs at once.  
 

Faculty and staff who work at 
more than one college will have 
one employee ID and online 
business processes will be similar 
from one college to another. For 
many staff, ctcLink will 
eliminate many of the labor-
intensive manual processes 
required today to do their jobs.  
 

Colleges will benefit from a single 
source for accurate and timely data 
and the standardization of 
administrative processes to 
support efficiency and 
effectiveness across the system. 
 

This will not be an easy transition, 
but it is doable. It will take time to 
do it right and there will be lots of 
testing and training along the way. 
Two college districts (Spokane and 
Tacoma) have stepped up to pilot 
the implementation process. That 
process starts soon and will run 
through Aug 2014.  After that, 
there will be 6-8 month 
implementation waves of 8 or 
more colleges per wave. In all, it 
will take about 5 years, with a goal 
of every college online with the 
new system by the end of 2017.   

Follow the ctcLink blog!Follow the ctcLink blog!Follow the ctcLink blog!
ctcLink.wordpress.comctcLink.wordpress.comctcLink.wordpress.com   

ctcLink will provide a set of integrated software tools for student 

administration, academics, student finance, college financials, HR/

payroll and data/reporting. All modules feed into the same database, 

providing access to accurate and timely data across all colleges and 

all software modules. 



Information Technology and the Journey AheadInformation Technology and the Journey AheadInformation Technology and the Journey Ahead   

Information technology today has never had a more significant role in our 
personal lives, our professional lives, or in education. It enables virtually every 
critical operating and learning element of a college. Timely access to information 
is of utmost importance and keeping up with the rapidly changing pace of 
technology is paramount in shaping and influencing educational strategy. 
 

In the fall of 2009 I submitted a roadmap to the Presidents and the SBCTC that 
stabilized the legacy applications and provided business continuity long enough 
to plan, procure, and implement a commercial modern ERP system. Since that 
time, in collaboration with hundreds of college staff, industry experts and 
colleagues around the country we developed formal guiding principles, conducted 
a readiness assessment, identified a funding strategy, conducted detailed project 
planning, undertook a comprehensive competitive procurement, selected the best 
applications for the colleges, and negotiated a strong vendor contract. 

 

Now, we begin the implementation stages of the ctcLink project. Each step described above deliberately and 
thoughtfully prepared us for this phase. As prepared as we think we are, there will be unanticipated events. Together 
we need to work through those events with open minds and understand change is normal. We must help each other 
make ctcLink successful, and continue providing services to our students along the way. 
 

Here’s one way to look at this unprecedented journey ahead of us: Think of the community and technical 
college system as a squadron of pilots, flying in formation with a common mission; the legacy computer systems are 
the planes. Although the pilots and planes come from different locations and deal with individual challenges, their 
strength is when they come together as a squadron. 
 

The planes are propeller-driven. They are all alike and have the same limitations of speed, maneuverability, and 
reliability. Now, imagine the ctcLink project as replacing the prop planes with modern jets. They can fly higher, faster 
and longer than the prop planes. The challenge is that the prop planes will not be replaced all at once, but over time. 
There may be a tendency for the jets to break formation and leave the prop planes behind. The reality is it’s not the 
planes that provide the strength but the pilots flying in formation as a squadron. The jets could fly higher and faster, 
but the need to fly in formation with the prop planes and provide strength to the entire squadron is more important 
than ever.  
 

If all of this is not enough, imagine learning to fly the new jet while still flying the prop plane. The planes have to keep 
flying regardless and ultimately we will even switch planes in midair. If this sounds hard, it is. There will be turbulence, 
mountain peaks, and fatigue. But, we’ll also have simulation flights, operating manuals and training missions. 
Ultimately we will share fuel, teach each other, learn from each other, and keep everything flying as long as we need 
to. In the end no one will be left behind. 

 

The ctcLink project is moving ahead, and fast. How did we get where we are today? It went like this:  
 

In Oct-Nov 2011, more than 600 college and SBCTC staff attended “requirements sessions” led by Gartner 
Consulting and the ctcLink project team to help craft the ctcLink Request for Proposal (RFP). The result was a clear, 
thorough description of our college system’s functional needs to run a college and serve students, such as financial 
aid, HR/payroll, finance, student academic, admissions and data/reporting. In all, there were more than 600 
participants in the various RFP workshops and discussions and 100 percent involvement across the CTC system.  
 

The RFP was released to the public on April 24, 2012 and vendors had until June 26 to submit their proposals.  
The 100+ members of a system-wide evaluation team evaluated and scored the proposals we received.  
 

Three vendors (CedarCreststone, Ciber and Oracle) were invited to demonstrate their products and services in 
August 2012. Following the three-week demonstration process, evaluation teams rated all three vendors. On Aug 30, 
2012, the VEST (Vendor Evaluation and Scoring Team) agreed on a recommendation to negotiate concurrently with 
the top two Apparent Successful Bidders—Ciber and Oracle.  
 

On September 12, the SBCTC board approved the contract negotiations process, which started in late October 2012 
and continued into January. On January 16, the State Board gave authority for SBCTC to sign a contract with Ciber.  

In Review In Review In Review    

Michael Scroggins 

SBCTC CIO 



Project TimelineProject TimelineProject Timeline   

A message from the project directorA message from the project directorA message from the project director   

I’d like to welcome the Ciber team to the ctcLink project. Mike Dillon is our chief 
account executive and project director J.C. Chappell will lead the on-site Ciber team. 
We are looking forward to our initial planning meetings with them at the ctcLink 
project office beginning in February.  
 

For many (myself included), it may have felt like the contract negotiations process was 
a long and winding road (Beatles reference intended). That’s because it was, but that 
was by design. Other higher education leaders who have gone before us said it could 
take anywhere from three to nine months to secure a contract, so we had to forge 
ahead into that sea of ambiguity knowing we wanted a detailed statement-of-work as 
part of the contract, but realizing that could take more time. In the end, it took just 
over three months. We have our negotiating team and Ciber leadership to thank for 
an efficient, successful process.  
 

While that was hard work, now, the real work begins.  
 

In March we begin the Global Solution phase of ctcLink, which is the process of aligning our system’s core business 
processes with the delivered solution (new software). The process will be solution-driven, meaning the pre-configured 
software will be the driver, and we’ll make any needed adjustments to the solution determined necessary for the entire 
college system. Global Solution will rely on input from a core team of subject matter experts from across the system. We 
begin recruiting that team soon for work beginning in March to test drive the new system and uncover any gaps we need 
to address.  
 

In the end, ctcLink is your system—created by and for colleges—with a focus on better services for students and 
modern tools for staff. We have a lot of work ahead to reach that goal. During contract negotiations, we were also 
building the ctcLink project team. As each one came on board, they got to work right away with business process 
analysis and related groundwork to set the stage for this next phase. We appreciate the involvement from college staff so 
far in our ctcLink journey and we look forward to continued collaboration ahead.  

Barbara Martin 

ctcLink Project Director 

Global Solution:  
Align core business processes 
with new software, Build, Test 

FirstLink (pilot colleges):  
Configure, Test, Train, Go Live 

Waves:  
8 colleges deployed per wave 
(TBD with Ciber) 



Remember the VESTies?  

This is the group that relinquished the entire month of 

August to the vendor demonstration and evaluation 

process. We thank them and their colleges for their time 

and commitment to the project.  

Vendor Evaluation and Scoring Team (VEST)  

Back row: Bill Chaney, LWIT Director of Financial Aid; Linda 
Schoonmaker, CPTC Vice President of Finance; Bob Adams, 
SBCTC Project Management Office Director; Lisa Matye 
Edwards, LCC Vice President of Student Success; Dennis 
Colgan, HCC Executive Director of Administrative Technology; 
Mike Lock, Seattle District Director of Information Technology.  

Front row: Reagan Bellamy, WVC Exec Director of HR; Susan 
Maxwell, Clark College Research Analyst; Barbara Martin, 
ctcLink Project Director and Tara Keen, ctcLink Process/
Functional Manager. 

Not pictured: Silvia Barajas, TCC’s VP of Admin Services and 
Janet Gullickson, Spokane Falls CC President.  

Things were looking up for these 

Financial Aid subject matter experts 

during the SME vendor evaluation 

meetings the last week in August. Thanks 

for your time and input!  

From left: Laurie Franklin, EvCC Dean of 
Enrollment and Student Financial Services; 
Kim Wasierski, SBCTC FAS Consultant (now 
ctcLink Financial Aid Module Project Lead); 
Andrea Wilson, EvCC Director of Financial 
Aid Scholarships.  

From left: Miranda Saari, Andrew Long, Sabra 
Sand, Susan Maxwell, Dani Bundy and Ray Korpi. 

The Penguin Nation knows how to have fun 

during an 8-hour software demo day! 

Thanks for making the long journey north 

from Clark College to participate in the 

vendor evaluation process!  

State Board for Community and Technical Colleges, ctcLink Project Office 

3101 Northup Way, Bellevue, WA 98004 | ctclink.sbctc.edu | 360-803-5352 | ctclink@sbctc.edu 

Questions about ctcLink? Contact Janelle Runyon: 360-704-1014; jrunyon@sbctc.edu 

Have we mentioned that hundreds of college and 

SBCTC staff were involved in the pre-planning 

stages of ctcLink? From way back to 2010 with the 

Readiness Assessment committee to the vendor 

evaluation process of August 2012, we want to 

thank everyone who has been involved. If you 

participated or assisted in some way, you know who 

you are, but we want everyone else to know, so 

we’ve created an online Wall of Thanks (which is 

constantly growing, thanks to all of you).  
 

Please check out our online Wall of Thanks.  

http://ctclink.wordpress.com/wall-of-thanks/ 

 

THE ctcLink WALL OF THANKS 
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